Infor PLM Fashion

Move forward
Your apparel company faces greater pressures than
ever before—and greater opportunities. You must
reduce time to market from design to production in a
world where globalization, outsourcing, fast fashion,
and other rapidly changing trends are the order of
the day.
You're under pressure to streamline your product
development lifecycle. You must eliminate
organizational obstacles, accelerate time to market,
and foster creativity and innovation. You can do all that
with Infor™ PLM Fashion—the perfect fit for apparel,
textile, and footwear companies like yours. You'll gain a
clearer view and greater control over your collection,
so you can be more profitable and competitive. And
you'll be able to do in days what it used to take you
weeks or months to accomplish.

Benefit from experience
Whether you are a retailer, distributor, wholesaler,
brand, or production company, Infor PLM Fashion can
transform the way you do business. Some of the
biggest and best apparel, textile, and footwear
companies all over the world use the solution to
streamline their processes, from knowledge re-use in
design through to achieving production and quality
targets. You get tight integration with Infor System21
Aurora to seamlessly link different areas of your
business and collaborate more effectlvely across your
supply chain—no matter how complex.

Move your business forward with Infor
PLM Fashion, a leading product
lifecycle management system that
links every step in your apparel
product development process.

Eliminate obstacles
You can produce and develop styles quickly with Infor
PLM Fashion, eliminating obstacles so that design,
product development, buying, and production work
together in a superbly orchestrated collaborative
environment. At every step, you capture product data
and best practices on a centralized database that
provides clear visibility into workflows and critical paths
for effective decision making.
Product Data Management
All of your product data gets stored in a single location
and all of your product development processes are
automated by Infor PLM Fashion-Product Data
Management (PDM), the core of PLM Fashion. All the
data you need is available—when and where your
need it. What’s more, you can put your data to use in
the most effective, consistent way so you see
results quickly.
You get marching orders for the development process,
since Infor PLM Fashion—PDM captures detailed
information for use in pre-production, including
comprehensive product descriptions. Your team gets
clear, consistent information, so they're always on the
same page.

From sketching and technical specifications to detailed
pre-costing throughout the supply chain—every phase of
your development cycle is covered. All your departments,
partners, and subcontractors get detailed, real-time
product information to do their jobs. You minimize labor,
reduce errors and waste, and dramatically increase your
time to market.
You can improve your work and paper flows, too, since
PDM includes advanced planning and event tracking
tools, as well as personal to-do lists with detailed
overviews of both individual styles and entire collections.
Current work is combined with your deadlines, along with
automatic follow-up procedures to ensure your product
development process keeps moving quickly without
hold-ups or bottlenecks.
With Infor PLM Fashion-PDM, you get more than
30 modules that are standard components, including:
• Cost Calculations
• Bill of Materials
• Size Specifications
• Planning
• To-Do Lists and Checklists

Facts:
• Used by hundreds of apparel, textile, and
footwear companies.
• Comprehensive product lifecycle
management.
• More than 30 standard modules, plus
add-ons.
• Tight integration with Infor ERP System21
Aurora Style.

Customization
Built-in screen layout tools let you customize PDM to meet
your needs. Change and configure the system as you
need to by incorporateg your own business rules and
logic. You can easily design your own storyboards,
collections overviews, and checklists, for example. You
also have access to the real-time status of your collections
so you can allocate resources to focus on critical
problem areas.

• Wash and Care Labels

Graphics

• Bill of Labor

You can easily access any of your drawings or pictures,
and easily update workflows with the latest version of your
technical sketches, thanks to the advanced shadow tool.
You can run PDM on both Mac® and PC platforms, and
use plug-ins to have it automate the population of
graphical content from such sources as Adobe Illustrator®.

• Technical Descriptions
You get libraries of raw materials, suppliers, colors, and
more, as well as different work functions that you can use
across all departments of your company. All your technical
drawings get combined with model-relevant product
data, and you can work with them in a unique and
user-friendly environment.
Reporting
You can report all data in the system and use the built-in
query function to customize any printout, from high level
down to specific detail—for example, storyboards or
sample overviews.
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Add-On Modules
Get even more value from these additional modules:
PLM Fashion–Design. Bring together the collective
efforts of designers, suppliers, and manufacturing teams in
powerful collaborative communities, thanks to the tight
integration of PDM with the Design module. Your people
can clearly illustrate colors and materials required for
products, ensuring important details are conveyed
clearly and precisely to everyone involved in
product development.
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PLM Fashion–ACP. Define your collection strategy
before you begin design and development work, ensuring
your collections meet customer requirements with the
Advanced Collection Planning (ACP) module. Your
designers and developers gain clear insight into which
direction to take and what budget to follow, so they have
a head start on the creative process and can focus on
creating the most profitable styles.
PLM Fashion–Web Access. Automate the entire
quotations process and streamline communications with
your external partners. You get PLM Fashion iQ Lite, a
web portal connected to the Fashion database, so you
can facilitate communication and cooperation among your
internal and external users. Trading partners can use iQ
Lite for interactive updates, while the Partner Self-Service
component of the Collaboration module lets you
publish PDFs.
PLM Fashion–Workflow. Prioritize jobs, optimize
allocation of your resources, and quickly implement
workflow across the entire development process. You get
task lists only for upcoming deadlines (management by
exception), so you can execute pre-production planning
more effectively than ever before.
PLM Fashion–Mobile. Your users can access and modify
all data held within PLM Fashion-PDM while working
remotely—on supplier or partner visits, for example.
PLM Fashion–Integration Tools. Automate data transfer
to and from your other applications, such as your ERP
systems. You can choose from a range of tools that let
you receive data in the format you need—for example, via
XML documents, database triggers, file exchange, or
simple export/import functions.
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Break the bottlenecks
Tired of having to delay the launch of new collections
because of manual processes and other bottlenecks in
the development lifecycle? You can get your products to
market faster with Infor PLM Fashion.
You'll see an immediate return on your investment, as well
as lower total cost of ownership over the long term
because you can implement Infor PLM Fashion quicker,
customize it less, and maintain it with fewer IT resources.
You'll get:
• Greater control over your supply chain
• Better quality
• Quicker time to market
• More profitability
• A platform to grow your business quickly
and competitively
Your customers trust you to deliver great value. And
offering innovative products of exceptional quality at a
good price is what you must do to compete today. Infor
PLM Fashion makes it possible. Your development
processes will be quicker and your supply chain more
effective. What’s more, you'll be able to offer more
relevant, more innovative products to your customers and
do it in less time, too.
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641 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10011
800-260-2640
infor.com

About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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